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Students encouraged to cooperate as
Tuck Shoppe changes detergents
bacteria, growth which chokes
Covenant students who did their washwash promotes bacteria.
the water of its life-supporting oxygen.
day thing in the college laundry room
or
last year dumped an estimated 600 The lake dies, and large quantities of organic
~nic matter sift to the bottom, gradually
pounds of detergent phosphate into the
creating a bog. This process is known as
local Lookout Mountain streams. The
eutrophication.
figure is based on receipts collected from
Exactly how much is the phosphate
the school washing machines during the
from Covenant's
Covenant’s facilities going to affect
1969-1970 year and on the phosphate
ratings of commercial detergents published the condition of Lookout Creek or the
Tennessee River? According to Dr. John
in Consumer Reports, August 26, 1970.
Lothers of the Biology Department, the
The detergent-laden water flows through
the Ha-Ha (sewage treatment) plant and
danger of phosphate pollution is not as
Moun great in streams or rivers as it is in lakes.
down the west slope of Lookout Mountain. Eventually, it reaches Lookout
Streams are constantly being washed with
new water: there is a greater turnover of
Creek in the valley and is carried to the
new materials, and the possibility of eueu
Tennessee River.
trophication occurring in them is lesles
The effect of the phosphate on the
«Even though I|
local environment has not been fully · sened. Dr. Lothers adds, “Even
the total amount of phosphate contricontri
determined. Phosphate is one of the
nutrients needed to support microscopic buted by the college might not have a
great effect on the Tennessee River syssys
green plants called algae. Ecologists.have
Ecologists have
found that when phosphate is added in tem, everyone ought to have an attitude
polinordinate amounts to a lake or pond, of wanting to do his part in fighting pol
atlution.
If
would
take
this
at
everybody
the number of algae in the water quickly
titude,
a
As
difference.
make
would
it
o f algae
multiplies. The superabundance of

Author Bruce Tilton examines sudsy water coming from Ha-Ha plant.
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exam- Dr. Cummer is planning a full schedule
Christians, we should be setting exam
ples."
ples.”
disfor the visitors. It includes a panel dis
Dr. H. Omar Olney, the other half of cussion with the faculty and administra
administrathe Biology Department at Covenant, tion on the school’s
school's statement of purpose
feels that although the mountain may be and educational goals; experiencing the
able to absorb most of the phosphate student body in classes, Student Council
now, the problem will become greater and chapel; and just talking
talking-with
with people
some- on campus.
with time: the phosphate has to go some
np phosphate
place. The ground can soak up
The recruiters come from all over the
Presbyfor a while, but eventually it will reach country and not from Reformed Presby
the valley.
terian churches alone. Many are Covenant
Most of the popular detergents have a graduates.
--J.
J . Ward
invery high phosphate content. For in
stance, the regular size Tide XK, which
weighs twenty ounces, contains about a
half pound of sodium tripolyphosphate,
a phosphate salt. The Federal Water
Quality Administration is trying to keep
Qua~ity
quantiti~s of phosphate from Season tickets for the 1970-71 Cultural
hµge quantities
these huge
being dumped into rivers and lakes. It is Affairs Series will be on sale Monday,
phos- September 28 through Wednesday, Sep
seeking "complete
“complete replacement of phos
Seppossible." tember 31 at the Scot Counter during
phorous compounds as soon as possible.”
(Chemical Engineering, September 14, hours to be posted later. Prices for the
1970, p. 17.).
four-program season tickets are $3.00 for
The following detergents have been students, faculty, and staff, and $10.00
found to be low in phosphate content, for everyone else. Tickets bought at the
as listed in Consumer Reports:
door will cost $1.00 for students, faculty,
and staff, and $3.00 for others.
1. Cold Water All (liquid)
The four programs for which tickets
2. Duz Soap
will be required are:
3. Ivory Flakes and Ivory Snow
3. 1970. One
John Carradine, October 3,
4. Lux Flakes
of the most noted character actors in the
5. Sears Enzyme Laundry
American theater, John Carradine has
Detergent
been an eminent star on Broadway, in
6. Whirlpool Laundry Detergent
Hollywood films and on the repertory
Both detergents sold in the Tuck stage throughout the country. He is
Shoppe-Bold and Tide XK-have high considered one of the most accomplished
phosphate ratings. Tuck Shoppe manager exponents of Shakespearean and Eliza
ElizaMrs. Judy Foster says that she will stock bethan theater in America. Mr. Carradine’s
Carradine's
stu- screen credits include “Around
low phosphate detergents provided stu
"Around the World
dents will l:uy
buy them. These detergents are in 80 Days,”
“The Grapes of Wrath,”
Wrath," and
Days," "The
being ordered and will be available in the “The
Ten
Commandments.”
Commandments."
"The
Alfred Eric Street, classical guitarist,
Tuck Shoppe sometime next week.
con- November 6, 1970. Since his American
In order to lower the phosphate con
signifi- debut in June of 1968, Mr. Street has
tent of Covenant’s
Covenant's waste water signifi
oftencantly, a large majority of students must been received with enthusiasm and often
switch to phosphate-free detergents. Even times standing ovations by his various
col- audiences, usually colleges such as the
though the extent of pollution by the col
quanti- University of Maine, the University of
lege waste products has not been quanti
war- Bridgeport, Radcliffe, Manhattanville, the
fied, the danger is great enough to war
wp.eaton,
Tilton New England Conservatory, Wheaton,
--B.
B . Tilton
rant student action.
Stetson University, Clark University, and
Massachusetts
Massachu·setts State College at Worcester.
Ferenc Nagy, former prime minister
of Hungary, February 19, 1970, has
Student recruiters to be
serspoken to numerous economic and ser
here Wednesday and Thursday
vice clubs, civic groups and religious
On Wednesday and Thursday of this organizations since 1948, appeared on
week several ministers and laymen will national and local TV networks in thirty
conbe visiting the Covenant campus to begin major cities, held hundreds of press con
the 1970-71 recruiting program. Student ferences and interviews for radio and
recruitment was this year transferred from news media. He has delivered lectures
Dean's Office, and, at more than 300 colleges and universities
Development to the Dean’s
Sligh's June since the fall of 1963.
since former recruiter Steve Sligh’s
New Boston Percussion Ensemble,
induction into the Army, Dr. Cummer
is attempting a new approach. Instead of March 27, 1971, which has toured in
ond full-time recruiter, he has asked these Europe and extensively throughout the
onE!
ministers and laymen to represent the eastern United States, with appearances
school on a part-time basis. For a small at Brown University, Radcliffe College,
and many other
stu- Phillips Exeter Academy ·and
honorarium they will seek out new stu
schools. The trio consists of Allen Barker,
dents in their own area.
enSo in order to accurately represent pianist, founder and director of the en
semble;
James
Latimer,
percussionist;
and
Covenant the new recruiters are coming
for an orientation and briefing session. Everett Beale, percussionist.

Cultural Affairs announces
ticket drive
drive
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Pandemonium
The St. Bernard game was a many-sided success. Coach Bowman, co-captains
Stanton and Tyson and the entire squad displayed their hard-earned skills in front
of a humongous crowd, led in their wild enthusiasm by eight attractive and hard
hardworking cheerleaders. Our victory was complete and definite, our enjoyment
deserved.
More than this, it was a cleaner game than I, for one, had expected. Not until
the weary fourth quarter were skirmishes visible, and most of those can be justly
justly
1
' attributed to precisely that weariness. Perhaps a couple of elbows, a couple of
misplaced cleats were unnecessary; but in general the game was played hard and
played
pla~ed well. I think Christ enjoyed watching it.
that's a little disturbing. The carload
But there is still more, and it is this part that’s
late-about
I came with arrived a few minutes late—
about half-way through the first quarter.
As we turned into the campus, the driver said to his car, “Just
"Just get me there on
time!"
time!” A bell rang in his head, and he continued, “Get
"Get me to the church on
time!"
time!”
After the game, we were all experiencing a terrifically exhilarating "natural
“natural
high." We were intoxicated with the wine of achievement. As we succumbed to
high.”
it, as we reveled in our happiness, that same friend observed: "There
“There are only
I've felt this high: once when Covenant won its
two other times in my life when I’ve
very first soccer game, once when we beat Bryan the first time.”
time."
Three fantastic highs, on the heels of three victorious soccer games. This
disturbs me. It's
It’s my opinion that those corporate victories can be, and in many
cases are, the occasion of individual defeats. Why do I think so?
I think so because the word which perhaps most accurately describes the post
post"pandemonium." Wow, what an amazing word! John Milton
game atmosphere is “pandemonium.”
used it in his Paradise Lost to describe the capital, the headquarters, the center of
Hell: “Pan,”
"Pan," involving all; "daemon,"
“daemon,” demons or evil spirits. Over the years it has
come to mean a "wild
“wild uproar,”
“tumult.” Is it possible that the two ideas are
uproar," a "tumult."
related?
We are often modern-day Sadducees; we simply don’t
don't recognize the super
superWe're good at quoting Paul’s
natural. We’re
Paul's reminder that the real war is between princi
principalities and powers, between unseen forces in spiritual places. But exactly there
we stop, having spiritualized the real soldiers right out of our sophisticated exis
existence. We say what we believe; but often we don’t
don't believe what we say.
I am willing to stake my life that there was a whole army of demons milling
around the St. Bernard soccer field. And if that is true, then it’s
it's no wonder that
pandemonium broke loose. We failed to realize their presence, we failed to
Jesus' name, to leave; and they enjoyed free rein because of
command them, in Jesus’
it. “Rubbish!”
"Rubbish!" you say? I honestly hope that such a reaction is true of you;
of me, it is not. I think that many of us were intoxicated with our selvesselves—
demons' easiest method of gaining control. WE had done it; finally
probably the demons’
WE had stomped the Saints. Truer words were never spoken: our old selves had
overcome our new.
But why were demons there in the first place? It is probably true that demons
are everywhere on this earth; since Cullman, Alabama, is part of everywhere,
naturally they were there. But I think they were there in full force Friday night,
because of our attitude toward the game. Think again of my friend’s
friend's remarks.
(And please understand that I’m
to incriminate him.
I'm not using his words to
him The
finger is pointed at many of us.) "Get
“Get me there”
. . . "Get
“Get me to the church.”
there" .•.
church."
The change may have been merely a cute non sequitur. More likely, I feel, it was
a Freudian slip par excellence: an honest confession, however sub-conscious, of
idolatry. The soccer field was the church, the place of worship. The players were
the priests, the crowd the congregation—
and victory was our god. When we
congregation-and
glorified this god, when we brought our homage to him, complete with burnt
p.ep songs), he rewarded us with
offerings (fireworks) and hymns (cheers and pep
spiritual euphoria: pandemonium.
What are the effects of such idolatry? In a nutshell, they are two: violations
against the first, and against the second, "great
“great commandment.”
commandment."
In the first place, our relationship with God was strained; communication had
been cut off. We may well have nodded a quick ''Thanks,
“Thanks, Lord”
Lord" in the direction
stars ...
of the stars (but which stars.
. . ?); but for a good long while not a thought was
given to Hirn.
Him. Not a thought, let alone our entire existence.
And secondly, our relationship with our competitors was strained-all the more
shameful because Bernard is a Christian college. (“Oh,”
they sure didn’t
("Oh," we say, “"they
didn't
act like Christians ...
. . . "” Let's
Let’s think about that one again, and step into their shoes
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as we say the words.) Probably a few Covenant students wanted to say something
to St. Bernard, to express appreciation of their hospitality, to encourage them in
future games. But how many did? How many could?
I'm convinced that communication is one of the primary foci of demonic attacks.
I’m
don't communicate, we don't
(We sin because we don’t
don’t communicate because we sin:
on and on in a vicious spiral until we become catatonic, 11nable
unable to communicate
with anyone, even our selves.) There is no doubt in my mind that any Christian
communication on our part was stymied even before it got started. The only thing
we communicated to them was: WE WON; WE ARE BETTER THAN YOU.
When that is the message, we can be sure the medium is pandemonium!
How can we avoid all 0f
of this? Should we stop playing soccer? Should we stop
competing per se?
That is certainly a possible solution to the problem; but not, I think, the
best. Soccer is a great sport. Enthusiastic cheering is healthy; fireworks and pep
bands are fun. And exhilarating natural highs are absolutely fantastic. Yes, even
victory is a good thing. So what is the answer?
As I see it, the solution involves exactly what the problem involves: our atti
attitude, our commitment. The two processes go something like this:
·
ultimate commitment: Self —
Self,
- defiant heart —
- love only for Self.
ultimate commitment: God - Christian heart —
- love for God and St.
Bernard
The problem-process starts with a false god, is easily carried along by pandemonium,
and ends in obvious ~vili.
evil. The solution-process issues from a Christ-like heart com
committed to God, is carried along by what might be called panangelium, and ends in
obvious good. The two are parallel, but absolutely polarized.
How can we participate in panangelium? Simply by giving our selves to God.
"simply." Wow! The thing is simple only on paper; our entire
I used the word “simply.”
existence militates against self-surrender. But that’s
that's our job; no, more, that’s
that's our
very meaning. And I kind of think self-surrendering is even more beautiful to God
man's original state, just because it’s
today than it was in man’s
it's so bloody a war and he
realizes what we have to go through to love Him.
Hirn.
But back to the point. We can revel in panangelium by killing our seives
selves and
Hirn and His creation rather than us and
loving God. In other words, by valuing Him
our victory. This does not mean that we stop playing soccer, or stop cheering for
our team, or even that we stop hoping that we will win. On the contrary, it inin
volves playing our hardest and cheering our loudest, but always from and within
perspective-God's kingdom, God's
the right perspective-God’s
God’s power, God’s
God's glory.
What will be the effects of such Christianity? Again in a nutshell, they are
two: fulfillment of the first, and of the second, "great
“great commandment.”
commandment."
In the first place, God will love Himself as He watches us. He will love Himself
because He will be happy He made us; and that because we will be doing precisely
what we’re
we're meant to be doing: loving Him.
Hirn.
Then in the second place, we will be playing soccer with St. Bernard, instead of
against them. They will be our co-competitors, not our opponents. And this
because we love them.
"love" is probably the easiest word in the English language with the excep
But “love”
excepIt'.s easy and it’s
tion maybe of "God"
“God” to bandy about. It’s
it's cool to talk about: but it’s
it's
its hot to do it. How in the world can we love St. Bernard students?
difficult and it*s
There are various ways to express love for them, but all of them center around
"intrinsic valuation.”
valuation." Just the simple (sic!) recognition that they are more im
“intrinsic
important than we are. Not merely as important, more so. But again, how can this
attitude be expressed?
The very nature of this question _d
dictates
ictates that the answer must be posited by
each individual concerned. (Pun intended__
intended •..)) The
Theplayers,
players,II think,
think,should
should
realize that their responsibilities are primarily to God and to the other team—
and
team-and
Covenant's name, to victory. That involves
only secondarily to Covenant’s
involves· things like elbows
and cleats, like apologies after the unavoidable scrapes, like congratulations after
well-executed plays.
I understand that a few years ago St. Bernard used to invite the Covenant
team (and whoever went with them to cheer) to a dance after the game. Matter of
fact, that’s
that's one of the many reasons the Saints always play at night: so the two
schools can get together in a meaningful way. Now, we know that that particular
kind of post-game activity is inappropriate, because getting together in that way
with St. Bernard would alienate members of our own Covenant community. That's
That’s
butthat's
unfortunate, I feel, but.
that’s the way it is. But the point is, do they know our
couldn't accept their hospitality? Did
reason for refusal? Do they know why we couldn’t
we simply say, No thanks, Saints, gotta rrun
u n __
...
couldn't stay and enjoy
Love would dictate that we tell them exactly why we couldn’t
more-much
togetherness. But m
ore-much more: love would dictate a reciprocal hospitality.
Not a dance, certainly, for the reason given above. But perhaps a candlelight
dinner.for
dinner, for St. Bernard A musical program,
for them
them. An opportunity to do
program.for
things together, with them. Then our soccer games wouldn’t
wouldn't leave us with eerie
they'd leave us instead with panangelium, with love for God and love for
feelings; they’d
our competitors.
When these things are realized-when Victory is not so important to us-then
us-then
God’s
_-R.
R_Sanderson
God's victory will be complete.
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Alexander,
·'cNabors
Nabors &
& Neighbors
"When
“When I came down to Chattanooga in the end of May to work with
didn’t know where I was going to get a job, or what church
Randy, I didn't
I was going to help with. I wanted to become involved in a Black
church. I had a lot of questions in my mind; I was very discouraged
about the summer and where I was to be. While I was walking down
Ninth Street, having spent a week looking for a job, I looked up to
an old lady just sitting in a wheel chair on her porch. I said, 'Hi';
Hi’;
she said, 'Hi,
‘Hi, where you been, gonna give me some money?'
money?’ She
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Rodney: It can be oppressive being black; emotionally it's
it’s hard ...
...
white culture has negated blackness.
Randy: Our purpose was to make friends. To first let Jesus live
through us. Guys would ask us, "How
“How come you don't
don’t want grass?"
grass?”
or "Why
“Why are you and Rodney together?"
together?” Sometimes we don't
don’t have
an explanation .. .. .. we just lived in action what we believed. We
related to their amusements ..
. . :1 If they had a social, we went; .we
we
even gave our own party; it was the Lord's
Lord’s party. We had WNOO's
WNOO’s
(a black station) latest soul records. We got a place on Ninth Street,
had a good buffet dinner, then we made room for dancing. We
invited everyone we met-lots
met—lots of people, white and black. We had
this party because we wanted to enjoy ourselves as Christians and
not sin. Well, the place was packed ...
. . . guys would ask, "Where's
“Where’s
the booze?”
booze?" or "Where's
party?"
“Where’s the pot?"
pot?” ..•
. . . "Ain't
“Ain’t this a fun party?”
Then I said, "If
“If you don't
don’t .like
like it, how come you haven't
haven’t left yet?"
yet?”
"I
“I don't
don’t want to"
to” was the reply. No one was at our party to make
a scene; there were no fights-a
partiesfights—a usual thing for Chattanooga parties—
no trouble. These guys knew us; like the tax collectors and beggars
knew Jesus; they knew us, we were living for Jesus."
Jesus.”
Randy and Rodney had their struggles: it was hard to start a
work with no set formula or structure. It wasn't
wasn’t an eight hour a day
job. No one really knew what they should do; but Rodney and
Randy had past experience; they followed the leading of the Holy
Spirit. Night was the crucial time to meet kids; Rodney and Randy
found out about the dances and went; or.
or, the pool hall; they'd
they’d go
into restaurants where kids worked; the roller skating rink was
that’s when all the Blacks went because
packed on Sunday nights; that's
cool soul music is played; they found basketball courts where the
...
kids played, spending a long sweaty afternoon at a good game ...
but always making friends and being real, true, genuine friends to
these kids.
Most of the summer work ip.cluded
included Black neighborhoods around
Eighth Street and Third Street, around the West Side, and around
Orchard Knob.
"We
“We were there all the time-in
time—in all different
over—when they saw us they
neighborhoods; we made friends all over-when
knew they had a friend.”.
friend.".

Rodney Alexander

seemed like a good person to talk to; so I tolu
told her what I was
looking for, why I was in Chattanooga. I was tired, very tired; I
wanted to give up. She said to me, 'You'll
‘You’ll get a job, I'll
I’ll pray for
you.’
you.' I was skeptical. Then she told me she was a Christian, that
she'd
she’d seen the Lord. My skepticism grew. She said she'd
she’d seen Hirn
Him
a long, long time ago. She meant it; I was convinced there wa_
wass
faith—faith that I didn't
didn’t have at the moment.
something in her of faith-faith
‘I’m gonna pray for you ...
. . . the
As I was ready to leave she said, 'I'm
Lord will make a way, where there is no way.'
way.’ Still discouraged, I
said, 'Yea.'"
‘Yea.’”
That's
That’s how Rodney Alexander started his summer with Randy
Nabors—
working in Chattanooga with the kids on the streets, in the
Nabors-working
mani
alleys, and in the projects. Their summer experience was a manifestation of God making a "way"
“way” for them where there was no
"way
t just as the old lady in the wheel chair had said.
“way,’
It all began last year when Randy Nabors transferred to Covenant.
He had a keen interest for and past experience in city work; he
wanted to pursue this work in Chattanooga. The Third Street
Sunday school of the Reformed Presbyterian_
Presbyterian Church gave him
various support during the year as he made attempts to reach ·
Chattanooga's
Chattanooga’s young people. Summer vacation drew near; Randy
was offered a full-time job by the Church to continue his work
through the summer. So in the end of May Randy began; Rodney
Alexander joined him and the two lived in an apartment on Third
·Street.
Street.
Bagpipe: Why did you decide to work all summer in Chattanooga?
Rodney: I came down completely independent of any financial
support; lI didn't
didn’t come to give Chattanooga a white-structured
Christianity;
Christianity, but an orientation that is true; that is, not denying the
factor of blackness, as this white-structured Christianity has done.
This isn't
isn’t Christianity, just a white point of view. I came to give
what I have experienced personally; in other words, how unblemunblem
ished, unsoiled, true Christianity worked for me, within my context
of being black.
Randy: I didn't
didn’t come to replace one bad thing with another bad
thing-which
thing—
which is what establishing an evangelical subculture doesdoes—
but rather to let Jesus establish Himself.

Bagpipe: Randy, what about the future, the work next summer,
and what about your friends in the city right now?
Randy: Well, right now something needs to be done for next
summer; these kids need _Christian training, money for Bible camps.
We need . transportation facilities for our large group; we need to
pray for our workers next summer ...
. . . we just can't
can’t tell what God
has in store for us ...
. . . great and exciting things. And you know, we
left those kids just as we found them-in
them—in the same way of life; but

Randy Nabors

hopefully we gave them a new perspective on sin, yet not a righteousrighteous
ness equated with rules; we gave them a friend-Jesus.
friend—Jesus.
Rodney: lI just wanted to add-we
add-w e discovered that our battles are
not against flesh and blood, not against people or things taking
place; but our battles are spiritual: resisting Satan in our own lives,
it’s all about in reaching
confronting him face to face. This is what it's
others •..
. . . wierd things often happened to us; one guy tried to kill us.
But always, without fail, we were on the offensive and Satan on the
defensive. We can always claim the offensive because Jesus is on our
•..He
Hehas
hasfaithfully
faithfullyand
andcontinually
continuallypicked
pickedus
usup
upand
andcarried
carriedus
us
side
side__
--J.
j . Quincy
through.
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SCOT CALENDAR
23 Wednesday and 24 Thursday
O rientation of Covenant Recruiting
Orientation
Representatives
26 Saturday
11:00
u n try, Tennessee
country,
:00 am: Cross co
11
Temple, here

*

2 :0 0 pm: Soccer, Tennessee Temple,
2:00
away

Forum
8:00
8 :0 0 pm: Faculty Forum
1 Thursday
3
:0 0 pm: Soccer, Toccoa, away
3:00

1 Thursday and 2 Friday

t~ the game with Bernard.
Walter Bowman and his players disg..iise
disguise their anxiety prior to
Coach Walter-

B ern ard has fallen!
Bernard
hisAccording to every elementary world his
com
tory text, Alexander the Great once complained that there were no more worlds
left to conquer. In a limited and rather
presumptuous sense, the same may be
said for the Covenant soccer team. For
on Friday night in Cullman, Alabama, the
Scots finally and decisively defeated their
chief nemesis, St. Bernard, 3-1. The effect
of theOk victory was ahnost
almost eerie-it
eerie—it was as
something awesome and yes, even fearfear
if s~ething
some, had been toppled. The Covenant
Saints’ perper
complex, .the myth of the Saints'
ennial supremacy, was shattered. The
bonwin released the Scots from a nasty bon
dage of mind.
humiliIn past years, Bernard simply humili
ated Covenant, and even though the four
games played in the last two years were
out
close, the Scots were unquestionably outclassed. But this time the tables were
turned. The Saints were forced to run
pass
themselves ragged chasing after sharp ~sfeints—they were the ones who
es and feints-they
had to play catch-up ball all evening.
The Scots have probably never looked
better in a game that was intense throughthrough
unout, and because of that it would be un
fair to commend only certain individuals.
Yet the offense would never have moved
without the agile direction of Steve
George at center half, the score would not
have been without the scrappy efforts of
mid
center forward Peter Mollenkof, the middle would not have been cleared if Dave
hadn’t flown through there so ofof
Stanton hadn't
ten, and Rob Rayburn's
Rayburn’s front yard would
Hop
prntty cluttered if George Hophave been pretty
hadn’t beeu
been kicking field goals all eveson hadn't

ning. But again, the entire first team, with
its 13 or 14 members, performed superbly,
getpassing crisply, controlling the ball, get
ting back to cover the goal, picking each
other up, and so on.
There’s little more new to be said
There's
Covenant’s effort, except that it
about Covenant's
short
was perhaps · made easier by some shortBernard's part. This team was
comings on Bernard’s
definitely not on a par with those of
recent years. The cohesiveness and the
missing—Tony Arena
explosiveness were missing-Tony
is no longer around to direct the attack,
doesn’t fly down the left
and Harry Faas doesn't
Cove
side anymore and shoot rockets. Covealmost
nant beat a good team, however, ahnost
certainly the best one on the present
dis
schedule, and this raises a number of disturbing possibilities. Like what are they
- G . Lindley
-G.
going to do for an encore?
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sponsored by the class of 1971

Carter H. Evans

Scot runners
whip Bryan
The Covenant cross country team made
Sat
official their superiority over Bryan SatLions
urday at Dayton when they beat the Eions
week's perfect score over
24-31. Last week’s
Bryan turned out to be only a scrimmage.
It was the first regular-season victory
ever for Covenant over the perennial area
cross country power. David Dumont had
bethe best time for the Scots, finishing be
Bryan’s David Wolfe. Paul Talley
hind Bryan's
was fourth, followed by Jim Wildeman,
Barry McWilliams, and Kevin Ivery.
Covenant takes on Berry today at
_ j . Wilson
-J.
Berry.
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RJ-CG-AGS
arket
Market
Eighth and M
Chattanooga
Tennessee 37402

Phone: 267-0901

Sanitone
(M fia l Mastcr'Dn/ckamr

LOOKOUT
MOUNTAIN
MOUNTAIN
CLEANERS,
Inc.

7 :0 0 am-5:30
am—5:3 0 pm
Monday-Friday: 7:00
7 :0 0 am—1:00 pm
Saturday: 7:00am-1:00pm

Phone: 821-6544
—Complete
-Complete laundry service
—Complete alteration service
-Complete

pizza villa
Pizza“Nothing
"Nothing Beatsa PizzaExcept Maybe Our Spaghetti’
Spaghetti"

Fairyland
Drugs
SPECIAL PRESCRIPTION
PRICES to all Covenant
students and faculty
831-1627

Free delivery

3607 Ringgold Road
Chattanooga
Tennessee

COME A
N D SEE
AND
FAIR YLAND CAVERNS
CA VERNS
THE FAIRYLAND
and all the other things there are
to
C ity!
to see and do at Rock City!

Phone 629-3311
Closed every Monday

